Aspect 1: What was the most useful aspect of the day? • Seeing techniques to enable all riders
to jump a technical and challenging course • Making apprentices and employers aware of standards
to be aimed for and to be less complacent • Seeing my trainees ride and jumping a technical course
• Watching how other people rode their horses • Learning some brilliant riding tips • Getting to jump
a full set of different coloured fences -with expert advice • Being pushed out of my comfort zone
• Being able to attend, watching other horses and riders jumping and encouraging each other • When
we didn't get it right the first time, Matthew made us go round again and really made us ride our
horses in a better way • Able to ride a horse that I have never ridden before and could build confidence
on • Watching the 'Apprentice of the Year' so I could see how they rode and compare it to my riding
• To see apprentices riding exercises used by a top show jumper, good pole work and grid work
exercises which can be used by any novice at home with their own horse • Learning to control and
steady the horse in between jumps • Learning to channel my horse into fences he was unsure about
• Learning how to jump a course correctly • Being able to go through the stages of jumping the
course and knowing what to improve on • All of it, enjoyed it very much and learnt lots • Gaining
knowledge from Matt • Jumping a technical course under the expert guidance of Matthew Sampson
• Took videos of my jumping to watch back • Being able to have riding tips and techniques. He always
explained why and repeated this when we went wrong • Learning how to improve my jumping position
• Teaching them that building up speed to a jump makes the horse go long, flat and more likely to
knock poles • Learning to slow the horse down • Altering the strides
Aspect 2: What was the most enjoyable aspect of the day? • Seeing so many apprentices and
employers receiving and improving from world class training. Very high standard of turnout • Meeting
other employers with trainees and their horses • Good quality lesson on my own horse • Jumping a
course • Riding a Parklands horse • Jumping a bigger course than I would normally jump at
home• Watching our apprentice doing an amazing round • Riding in the Masterclass and jumping
bigger fences • See the horse and rider progress in jumping bigger fences • Jumping a full course •
Jumping a good course and getting good feedback • All of the day! • Being able to attend, watching
other horses and riders jumping and encouraging each other • Jumping different jumps and fillers
for the first time • Helping with the jumps • Listening to how Matthew taught other riders • Watching
the improvement • All the horses at Parklands and the apprentices' horses were very neatly turned
out • Watching all the other techniques • Ride and practice jumping more • Learning new skills for
jumping a course • Meeting nice people • Riding a new horse over jumps • Getting constant guidance
during the lesson • Lesson was good and Matthew was very straight to the point • Jumping a course
because I don't have much of an opportunity at home or at work • Having a go at the different jumps
available • Seeing my sister jump and ride on the horse - very proud! • Jumping a full course of
jumps for the first time • Watching the class improve from the start of the lesson
Aspect 3: What will you do now to improve your work and progress? • Encourage future attendance
at Masterclasses • Keep in contact - good to see names and faces • Keep practicing what I've learnt
• Practice my jumping position over jumps • Keep practicing and putting into practice the things
we have learnt • Get my horses fitter for jumping • I will use what Matt said to improve my jumping
skills further • Get both my horse and myself fitter for jumping • Carry on with what Matt told me
to work on • Work on jumping the jump in the centre • Sit up more and let my horse do it • Keep
practicing • Keep calm and relaxed • Keep on top of my portfolio • Try to imitate how the 'Apprentice
of the Year' rode with my own riding • Be clearer in my teaching aims • I will encourage other
apprentices to meet portfolio targets and to ride in the Masterclasses - a great opportunity to be
taught by a world class trainer! • To ride over a course of different jumps and heights • To ride more
frequently and add more fillers when jumping • Practice new techniques with my own horse • Work
on keeping the horse straight and forward • Have more jumping lessons • Steadying my horse up and
not riding him too forward • Continue working on my lines and courses • Keeping hold of the horse's
head when riding for my assessments • Ride different horses and keep jumping • To work on my
position and leg aids to improve my overall jumping technique
Aspect 5: Do you have any other comments about the quality of Masterclass? • Extremely well
organised, excellent and enthusiastic trainer very determined to make sure every horse and rider
improved in their session • Excellent to see employers and trainers of international standing • Good
- nice to do bigger jumps • Very well organised and very useful • Excellent, fun and enjoyed by all
• I really enjoyed it and meeting Matthew Sampson was good too • Matthew was really good and
gave me confidence to push myself further • Very good - improved the horses' way of going and
knowledge • Very well organised, friendly and welcoming - good food too • Great to see apprentices
happy to get involved and gaining valuable riding tips and exercises to use at home • Fun day all
around • Brilliantly organised by all involved • Very enjoyable and I have learned a lot • Brilliant
teacher • I thought Matthew's lessons were well structured and appropriately challenging • Really
good - enjoyable and would love to attend again • Excellent instructor • Brilliant opportunity for
family to watch and learn tips too • Quality teaching from Matthew Sampson. Very useful information
given to improve my overall riding • Very helpful • Matthew was clear with his instruction and advice

